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Abstract:
High throughput technologies, like next generation sequencing, have transformed biomedical research into a data-driven
field. We are increasingly reliant on statistics and machine learning to discover disease-associated variants/genes/pathways
and to translate them into drug targets or biomarkers for clinical use. Additionally, there is an increase in the number of
well-powered studies, e.g. TCGA, making it possible to reliably use complex machine learning models that can learn the interplay between the features and outcome.
There is a plethora of different transformation methods, data representations, and machine learning models to choose
from when analyzing a dataset. This raises the question of how do we navigate through these choices, and if there is a single method that outperforms the others. In this talk, I will present multiple vignettes from my work, showing how the
choice of methods can be informed by the structure of the data, the question being asked, prior knowledge, and how we
plan to use the model. These case studies include predicting drug sensitivity from cell lines, survival modeling to predict risk
scores, and others. I will also discuss an ongoing project to characterize drug combinations with similar mechanisms of action using deep learning/convolutional neural networks.
We are also building a machine learning platform PrismML that enables users to interactively query a dataset and run a
multitude of machine learning tools from simple statistical tests to multivariate modeling. Since machine learning models
are computationally intensive, we have used the power of cloud computing to make the analyses faster and scalable. The
main goal of this project is to accelerate discovery by bringing the power of machine learning to the genomics community,
especially to bench scientists and physicians.
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